WE ACT FOR PEACE

Today over a million students will strike for peace in support of President Roosevelt's peace appeal to the Fascist dictators. On the same day that the President put the Fascist War-Lords on the spot, the Soviet Union announced its adherence to a Stop Hitler Air Pact.

The Young Communist League consistently points out that peace can only be restored and maintained by the cooperation of the two richest and most powerful nations, the Soviet Union and the United States, together with the western powers and the small nations threatened by aggression. For an understanding of the events and issues behind today's peace strike, we suggest a careful reading of the SPECIAL STUDENT STRIKE PAGE of the DAILY WORKER.

This copy of "America's most exciting newspaper", the Daily Worker, is presented to you with the compliments of the City College Branch, Young Communist League. Keep up with the world by reading the Daily Worker. Get yours every day at the literature table opposite the first alcove.

New York County Young Communist League
434 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
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